Are diagnostic magnetic resonance patterns life-saving in children with biotin-thiamine-responsive basal ganglia disease?
Biotin-thiamine responsive basal ganglia disease (BTBGD) is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by mutations in the SLC19A3 gene and characterized by recurrent sub-acute episodes of encephalopathy that typically starts in early childhood. This study describes characteristic clinical and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings of six cases of BTBGD diagnosed with newly identified mutations and genetically confirmed, with very early and different presentations compared to cases in the previous literature. Six patients referred from different centers with similar clinical findings were diagnosed with BTBGD with newly identified mutations in the SLC19A3 gene. Two novel mutations in the SLC19A3 gene were identified in two patients at whole exome sequencing analysis. The clinical characteristics, responses to treatment, and electroencephalography (EEG) and MRI findings of these patients were examined. The other four patients presented with similar clinical and cranial MRI findings. These patients were therefore started on high-dose biotin and thiamine therapy, and mutation analysis concerning the SLC19A3 gene was performed. Responses to treatment, clinical courses, EEG findings and follow-up MRI were recorded for all these patients. Age at onset of symptoms ranged from 1 to 3 months. The first symptoms were generally persistent crying and restlessness. Seizures occurred in five of the six patients. Cranial magnetic resonance imaging revealed involvement in the basal ganglia, brain stem, and the parietal and frontal regions in general. The first two patients were siblings, and both exhibited a novel mutation of the SLC19A3 gene. The third and fourth patients were also siblings and also exhibited a similar novel mutation of the SLC19A3 gene. The fifth and sixth patients were not related, and a newly identified mutation was detected in both these subjects. Three novel mutations were thus detected in six patients. BTBGD is a progressive disease that can lead to severe disability and death. Early diagnosis of treatable diseases such as BTBGD is important in order to prevent long-term complications and disability.